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Legal Notice 

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of this guide, 
notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within are accurate 
due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet. 

The Publisher will not be responsible for any losses or damages of any kind incurred by the reader whether 
directly or indirectly arising from the use of the information found in this report. 

This guide is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial advice. All readers are 
advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting, and finance field. 

No guarantees of income are made. Reader assumes responsibility for use of information contained herein. The 
author reserves the right to make changes without notice. The Publisher assumes no responsibility or liability 
whatsoever on the behalf of the reader of this report. 

All Rights Reserved: This document may not be reproduced, or transmitted in any form or by any means, 
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system, 
without permission in writing from the Publisher. 
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FAST START SHEET 
Ok, so here’s your FAST START sheet for creating ENGAGEMENT.  

You’ll want to start formatting your content in a way that creates INTRIGUE, so 
people start engaging with your content.  

In the podcast I gave you the first 10. Below are 10 MORE for you to start using 
as well. 

Here’s 20 ways to start creating engagement with your content. 

1) LIST POST: List posts are everywhere and for good reason… they flat out 
work. Create a list of books, tools, resources or any other thing that your 
market will find useful. 

2) HOW-TO-POST: The How-To Post is another staple blog post idea. Describe 
how to execute a process and use images, video or audio to enrich the post 
and make it as easy as possible for your visitor to take action. 

3) CASE STUDY POST: The term ‘case study’ carries more perceived value than 
the term article, blog post or video. Outline and unpack the details of 
something like a project, event or process. 

4) PROBLEM/SOLUTION POST: This type of post has an easy format. Define a 
problem Present the solution. This post can cross over into the territory of 
other blog post types such as the FAQ Post, How-To Post or Checklist Post. 

5) RESEARCH POST: Conducting your own primary research around a topic in 
your niche is one of the best ways to build blog content that gets attention. 
That said, you can also simply curate research form third-parties and pull it 
together into an article, infographic, etc. 
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6) FAQ POST: If you get repeat questions from customers or prospects there is 
a good chance they are typing these same questions into Google and other 
search engines. 

7) SAQ POST: The Should Ask Question Post is a variation of the FAQ post. This 
is a question that customers or prospects don’t ask — but they should. 

8) CHECKLIST POST: If the content you are delivering can be broken into a 
“checklist” it will often perform better. People like the checklist format 
because it’s easy to digest and take action when the content is itemized in 
this way. 

9) ULTIMATE GUIDE POST: The ultimate guide post is just what it sounds like — 
a detailed, comprehensive post on a topic in your niche. Don’t skimp here — 
take your time and deliver the definitive post on the topic. 

10) DEFINITION POST: In niches where the market needs to be educated the 
definition post is an absolute must. Consider creating a series of posts that 
define aspects of your niche. 

11) SERIES POST: Look for opportunities to break a topic into a series that can 
be released each day over the course of a week or every Monday over the 
course of a month. 

12) STATS POST: This post (like the Research Post) works best when you can use 
statistics that you have produced. 

13) PROFILE POST: Write a profile of an influential person in your niche. Be sure 
to notify them via email, phone call or social media that you have profiled 
them — this way they will have an opportunity to share it. 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14) CROWDSOURCED POST: Bring multiple influencers together to answer a 
single question in short form. When you get 10 influencers to give you 100 
words each on a single topic you’ve got a powerful blog post. The content 
is top notch, easy to put together and will be shared by many of these 
influential people. 

15) INTERVIEW POST: It’s surprising how willing even the most influential 
people are to give you an interview — even if you have a small audience on 
your blog. Remember that the easiest way for an influencer to give you an 
interview is through audio — all they have to do is call you and start talking. 

16) LINK ROUNDUP POST: This type of post can work well as a series that 
publishes once a month or once a week. Curate, link to and provide a 
description of multiple pieces of content that your audience will find 
valuable. Remember to notify those that you link to via email or social media 
to give yourself the maximum opportunity to get the post shared. 

17) QUOTE POST: People love quotes from influential people. Pull together 
quotes from multiple influencers across a specific topic to create a ‘Quote 
Post’. Again, if applicable — be sure to notify those that you quote that you 
have included them in your post. 

18) BEST OF THE WEB POST: The Best of the Web Post often includes content, 
tools and other resources that you have curated, linked to and described. 

19) PICK OF THE WEEK POST: This is a popular type of series post and is usually 
a relatively short blog post that describes a single piece of content, tool or 
other resource that you have curated, linked to and described. 

20) PEOPLE TO FOLLOW POST: Curate a list of influential people, describe them 
and provide links for your audience to connect with them through their 
website, social media channels, events, books, etc. 
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This worksheet is based on my podcast episode #4: 10 Ways To Create 
Engagement. You can listen it at https://www.chriskoehl.com/4 

Take action on this worksheet and start implementing these 
engagement strategies into your content. 

If you have any questions about this exercise reach out to me at 
chris@chriskoehl.com (that’s my personal email address). 

-Chris 

P.S: I'm working with a few people over the next few weeks… brain storming their 
client value journey process and getting it all dialed in.  

Would you like to us? 

Just email me at chris@chriskoehl.com and put "CVJ invite", and I'll get you all the 
details :) 

PLUS Whenever you’re ready… here are a few ways I can help you hatch some Evil 
Schemes for YOUR coaching business: 

1. Download my book "The Coach's Guide To SMART Marketing".  
In this quick read (44 pages) I outline my main system and how to set up your 
website and funnels… so you can attract your ideal coaching clients. Click here to 
download it. 

2: Join our Next Level Coaching Marketing System and be a Case Study 
I'm putting together a case study group at Next Level Coach Marketing System this 
month… stay tuned for details. If you'd like to work with me on your sales process… 
just email me at chris@chriskoehl.com and put "Next Level Coach Marketing 
System" in the subject line.  
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3: Work with me One-on-One 
If you'd like to work directly with me to hatch some Evil Schemes for your coaching 
business… just email me at chris@chriskoehl.com and put "One-on-One" in the 
subject line… tell me a little about your coaching business and what you'd like to 
work on together, and I'll get you all the details! 
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